1. Leviticus Chapter 9 - The Sufferings of Christ And The Glory to Follow

2. References – TS79-92; R5391

3. Bro. Russell’s Order in TS - Lev 9 then Lev 16; TS79:1

4. How to cover the subject today?

5. R5391 – Helps Narrow our Focus

6. “Why then, the two pictures?” R5391

7. Emphasis of Leviticus 9


9. It was necessary for the Head - Hebrews 2:9-10; Hebrews 5:6-10

10. It is necessary for the body members also - Matthew 10:22, 24-25; Matthew 5:10-12; 2 Timothy 2:11-12; Romans 8:17

11. But why through sufferings?

12. Leviticus 9 - How are the sufferings shown?


15. Primary Reference - TS 79:3 – TS 80:2

16. How was the acceptance shown? Lev. 9: 12-14; Lev. 9:16; Lev. 9:23; Exodus 29:18; TS45:0; TS83:0; TS83:1; Isaiah 42:21; Romans 10:4-5; Romans 8:1-4

17. The Rest of the Story - The Peace Offerings; Lev. 9:4, 18; TS81:4

18. The Rest of the Story - Aaron’s Blessing; Leviticus 9:22; TS82:1; Matt 5:43-44; Galatians 6:9-10

19. The Rest of the Story - Moses and Aaron’s Blessing; Leviticus 9:23; TS83:2

20. The Rest of the Story - “The Glory of the LORD appeared”; Leviticus 9:23; TS84:1; Genesis 1:26; John 14:7; TS84:1

21. The Rest of the Story - “fire out from before the LORD” And The People’s Response; Leviticus 9:24; TS89:2